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The followings survey is a rough one revolving around the subject "Smiling". Ten 
questions were asked those questions included: Gender, age, and then about smiling in 
general and was addressed to 71 different people via internet. This survey did not 
cover everything however, it is a miniature survey done by "Esperanza Writes" to see 
the effects of smiling on others in a brief manner. This is only a part of a study and 
just the beginning of it. To learn more about this study visit Esperanza's site 

. If you may wish to discuss this survey and add your opinion http://writesz.com/
 e_writes@hotmail.comsite or email:  it viaeither do  

The following will include the hypothesis of this survey, the questions and their 
statistics (including outside opinions on certain questions that will be all listed), and 
lastly the conclusion. 

Hypothesis:  

The result of the survey is expected to lean towards the negative side, where most 
people do not smile to strangers. However, the effect of smiling is a mixture of 
expectations where mostly it helps to be a mood lifter on the general basis but on the 
other hand it is not used as often as it should be. 

Statistics:  
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Gender: The survey included both genders. Twenty-six males (36.6%) and Forty-five 
females (63.4%) making females the dominant gender on this survey. 

 

Age: The ages varied into four groups. 18 out of 71 were from 13-18 years old group 
making that 25.4%, 35 out of 71 were from 19-25 years old group making that 49.3%, 
13 out of 71 were from 26-30 years old group making that 18.3%, lastly 5 out of 30 
were from the 30-above years old group making that 7.0%. As a result the dominant 
group is 19-25 making that mostly of males/females that are in college or just 
graduated from college, hence in the mid of experience in life age. 
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A question was asked on how often do that person (who is taking the survey) smiles. 
34/71 answered "Always" making that 47.9%. Top Answer 
6/71 answered "not all the time" making that 8.5%. 
16/71 answered "depends" making that 22.5%. 
0/71 answered "rarely" making that 0.0%. 
15/71 answered "according to my mood" making that 21.1%. 
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A question was asked of the reason when one smiles: 
4/71 answered "a compliment" making that 5.6%. 
66/71 answered " because I feel like smiling" making that 93.0%. Top Answer 
1/71 answered "I don't really smile that often" making that 1.4%. 
14 opinions of others who took the survey were added the following is their 
comments: 

believe a smile goes a long way and breaks  impression. Igive a friendly  1. To
barriers. 

smile to old people or kids. The  I'dsometimes, even if i were in an awful mood,  2. In
ne only reason i do that is because when they smile back it's like the world is still fi
 Iso huge and that  isn'tin or whatever messed up my day  I'mand whatever mood 

should just forget about it or fix it asap. 
I have to in some situations 3. Because 

that makes me happy in return  others happy & makeschanges my mood  4. Smiling
With a smile you can relieve pain you can lighten darkness life is too short what else 
better than smiling you can do ;) 

ridiculous the amount of things that make me smile. It'severything.  5. Absolutely 
6. Thinking about my boyfriend makes me smile 
7. If you smile, you'll feel good and spread positive energy... 
8. When others smile, I smile back even if I do not know them. 
9. Depends on the situation and what is happening 
10. Read answer #3 (according to my mood) 
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11. I tend to smile at strangers when I'm walking down the street to try and stay 
positive 
12. I feel that who's with me deserve to see me smiling, & so they don't feel that I'm 
sad 
13. When people are kind, when they stare, when they hand me something, when a 
waiter brings me something, when I pass someone and we meet eyes I smile so it's not 
awkward. I smile constantly. Literally and very sincerely. 
14.  CDEF GHIJKا MNOأ QRو TU CVWIXYZا  :") besides it's a habit of mine el7emdillah ^_^ 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
A question was asked about the feeling of the receiver when a stranger smiles at them: 
63/71 answered "I feel happy and smile back" making that 88.7%. Top Answer 
2/71 answered "nothing" making that 2.8%. 
6/71 answered " I think 'that was weird!?" making that 8.5%. 
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A question was asked on how often does one smile to strangers: 
28/71 answered "A lot!! Smiling is priceless" making that 39.4%. Top Answer 
22/71 answered "only when I feel the need to" making that 31.0%. 
16/71 answered "Depends on my mood" making that 22.5%. 
5/71 answered "I never smile to strangers" making that 7.0%. 
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A question was asked on the response of strangers when smiled at do they smile back: 
16/71 answered "Yes" making that 22.5%. 
48/71 answered "depends, some yes some no" making that 67.6%. Top Answer 
2/71 answered "No" making that 2.8%. 
5/71 answered "I don't smile at strangers" making that 7.0%.  
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A question was asked about if they sense the mood of strangers shift to when they are 
smiled at:  
48/71 answered "Yes, they become happier" making that 67.6%. Top Answer 
2/71 answered "Yes, they become lousy" making that 2.8%. 
17/71 answered "No" making that 23.9%. 
4/71 answered "I do not smile at strangers" making that 5.6%. 
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A question was asked about the feeling of the stranger when smiled at: 
49/71 answered "I feel happy they are happy and positive" making that 69.0%. Top 
Answer 
3/71 answered "Sad and negative" making that 4.2%. 
14/71 answered "I don't feel anything" making that 19.7%. 
5/71 answered "I don't smile to strangers" making that 7.0%. 
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 A question was asked about their opinion on smiling: 
51/71 answered "The cheapest pleasure that should be used constantly" making that 
71.8%. Top Answer 
9/71 answered "only should be used at certain times" making that 12.7%. 
0/71 answered "Useless and disappointing" making that 0.0%. 
11/71 answered "Other" making that 15.5%. There specific answers were as 
following: 

 To give a friendly impression. I believe a smile goes a long way andRefer to Q 4:  1. 
breaks barriers. 

It is as you said (PRICELESS) yet, no expensive.. Its pleasure to me and people 2. 
HAVE TO smile more... Because by smiling, even if they were in some kind of 
messed up mood, they might make someone's day. 

God gave to us when we just born and we choose to use it's the most precious gift 3.  
it or lose it .And for me smiling is one of my features ;) 

  .f4ن اnD CVWIXYZة Wklرع آg اffم .
Natural beauty product :) 5.  

inexpensive way to 6. Smiling is a way to other's hearts.. It's the easiest genuine 
spread joy hope & love all around // el tabassm fi wajh akheek 9adaqa// The rest is 

p-history.... So start smiling: 
7. This is one terrible survey; I don't smile to strangers so that excludes 60% of the 

ashion of the survey) entire survey. (A comment on the f 
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8. I do often just randomly smile and dance around a bit when things get awkward, 
but I usually do it to show that I'm happy inside even though there may be something 
bothering me. 
9. it's the best medicine...it gives optimism 

od changer.10. Mo 
 .^_^ CDEF، وrHsl اqIKم .11
 
Conclusion: 
The survey showed that the majority leaned towards the positive effects of smiling. 
Whether it is smiling to strangers or strangers smiling to you it is a major mood 
changer according to the vast numbers of statistics. Some might be feeling a bit 
awkward when it comes to strangers but nevertheless it gives a positive impression.  
Minority has showed their disapproval towards smiling to strangers and smiling 
should not be used all the time. None however, made an extreme negative attitude 
towards smiling in general for none of them answered "rarely" at the "how often do 
you smile" question (0/71 answered "rarely" making that 0.0%).  
The credibility is of this survey is not 100% accurate as it is done via internet and a 
minority might not have taken this seriously. However, a great deal of the percentage 
is credible. 
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